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Effective Agile team Self-Improvement (SI) – the importance of meaningful 

Agility metrics for Self-Improving Agile teams 

 

This is part of a series of abridged whitepapers intended as quick reference sources for busy 

managers interested in the subject matter and faced with limited time to absorb lengthy 

research documentation.  

It is based on research undertaken by Plandek drawn from anonymised data observed across a 

range of clients – from small start-ups to large enterprises with large scale, distributed Agile 

teams. 

 

1. Purpose of this paper 

At Plandek we get the opportunity to work with a great variety of Agile engineering teams – 

from very large, distributed enterprises - to start-ups.   

All are on a journey towards “Agile engineering excellence” (which means different things to 

different people).  This requires the need to balance the “day job” of delivering quality and 

value-driving outcomes – with the ongoing objective of continually getting better (continuous 

improvement).   

Agile Continuous Improvement requires a set of metrics against which to measure progress.  

These metrics need to be balanced and meaningful (i.e. deterministic of improved outcomes).  

This creates two immediate issues: 

• First - Agility metrics (and indeed the concept of measurement) are contentious.   What 

is the ideal “balanced scorecard” of Agility metrics? 

• Second – the Agile philosophy is predicated on decentralised, empowered and self-

determining teams, which runs counter to the concept of top-down measurement.  

Our view is Continuous Improvement (CI) is vital in healthy and maturing Agile environments.  

Hence metrics to underpin this process are also vital.  However, CI should be owned and driven 

by the teams themselves – so teams become self-improving and where necessary self-healing. 

Hence CI programmes become SI (Self-Improvement) programmes. 

This short paper focuses on how teams can implement a demonstrably effective SI programme 

even in the fastest moving and most resource constrained Agile environments – so that they 

remain self-determining; deliver today; and continue to improve at the same time. 

 

2.  Executive Summary 

In summary: 

• The philosophy of Continuous Improvement is central to Agile.  The Agile Manifesto states: 

“At regular intervals, the team reflects on how to become more effective, then tunes and 

adjusts its behaviour accordingly.”  
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• So Continuous Improvement (CI) should not be imposed and driven top-down – instead it 

should be led by Agile teams themselves, so Self Improvement (SI) is a more suitable 

terminology 

• The evidence shows that Agile engineering teams practicing SI perform significantly better 

than Agile teams simply focused on their immediate delivery priorities. (see Section 4)     

• However, effective and sustained SI is hard.  It requires: 

1. formal sponsorship by technology leadership in the form of recognition and a suitable 

framework to manage the long-term process; and crucially 

2. a set of meaningful and agreed Agility metrics that underpin the process of SI and track 

performance improvement over time; and 

3. a means to surface these metrics in near real time, with minimum/no effort involved for 

the teams themselves. 

Plandek has been designed to enable (2) and (3) and thereby underpin successful SI in Agile 

environments of all sizes and varying complexity.  

 

3. Scope of the analysis and insight 

This proprietary analysis is based on core Agile principles and experience of working with 

clients and analysing anonymised data, feedback and insight from Agile software development 

teams observed between September 2017 and March 2019.   

The Plandek team continually talk with and interview Agile development teams and their 

stakeholders whilst piloting and implementing the Plandek Agile BI and analytics platform.  The 

Plandek platform is an Agile BI dashboard and analytics tool designed to help technology 

teams deliver excellent Agile outcomes more productively and predictably.   

 

4. The Size of the Prize – Why introducing continuous Self-Improvement in Agile 

engineering teams is important 

The concept of CI has been around for a long time. It was first applied most successfully in a 

business context in Japan and became popularised with Masaaki Imai’s 1986 book “Kaizen: the 

Key to Japan’s Competitive Success.”   

The CI principle is very complementary with core Agile principles. Indeed, the Agile Manifesto 

states: 

“At regular intervals, the team reflects on how to become more effective, then tunes and adjusts 

its behaviour accordingly.”  

There are two key themes here – firstly continuous improvement and secondly that it is driven 

by the teams themselves (self-improvement).  This raises the question as to what the role of 

leadership should be in this CI process.   

Our evidence shows that the size of the prize is very significant. Well implemented SI 

programmes can deliver significant and sustained improvement in metrics that underpin 

productivity and timing accuracy – for example: 

• 10%+ velocity improvement 

• 10%+ improvements in flow efficiency 

• 15%+ reduction in return rates and time spent reworking tickets (returned from QA) 
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• 30%+ improvement in sprint completion accuracy (Scrum Agile)  

• Greatly improved team collaboration and team wellness. 

However, achieving these goals is hard and requires sustained effort.  Technology leadership 

needs to give teams the tools (and encouragement) to drive the process of self-improvement.  

Without constant support, many teams will not have the time or inclination to drive their own 

self-improvement as they strive to meet their short-term delivery objectives. 

 

5.  The tools needed for effective Agile team Self-Improvement  

The principle of team Self-Improvement (SI) is simple and powerful, but very hard to deliver 

effectively.  In essence, successful team Self-Improvement requires four important things: 

1. A serious long-term commitment and sponsorship from both the leadership team and 

the teams/squads themselves – as SI requires effort and resource over a prolonged 

period of time 

2. An agreed, objective set of Agility metrics to track progress – making sure that these 

metrics are actually the right ones – i.e. the metrics that are deterministic of desired 

outcome 

3. A means for teams to easily track these metrics and set targets (with targets calibrated 

against internal and external benchmarks) 

4. An embedded process within teams to make the necessary changes; celebrate success 

and move on. 

Agile teams are almost always busy and resource-constrained.  As a result, the intention of 

always improving (in a structured and demonstrable way) often loses out to the pressures of 

the day job – delivering to the ceaseless demands of the business.   

Hence, in our experience, really successful SI requires overall coordination and stewardship by 

the technology leadership team.  And we believe therefore that this needs to be in the form of 

a structured, long term and well implemented SI programme.    

Such a formal programme is a vital addition to the great majority of Agile environments for 

three reasons:   

• it is very unlikely to happen organically within teams without the necessary tools and 

guidance being made available  

• without it, much of the inherent value of Agile is lost – as teams do not progress as 

hoped and large differences in competence and performance start to emerge between 

teams; and importantly 

• it is not possible to track improvement over time – and celebrate the improvement 

internally and demonstrate it externally to stakeholders.   

At Plandek, we work with clients to implement SI programmes.  We help agree the most 

appropriate Agility metrics; provide a means for teams to track and review these metrics (via 

the Plandek dashboard); and help provide a robust and sustainable (leadership-driven) 

framework to ensure that the team self-improvement process is consistent and durable.   
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6. Implementing an effective team Self-Improvement programme 

 
6.1 Establishing commitment and sponsorship for team self-improvement  

Continuous Improvement needs a serious commitment from the leadership team within 

engineering to provide teams with the tools they need to self-improve.   

This will not be possible if the organisation lacks the BI tools to provide the necessary metrics 

and reporting.  Indeed, the reporting found within common tools like Jira is not designed to 

support a broad and effective SI programme. 

The Plandek BI and analytics platform has been designed precisely with SI in mind.  It provides 

all levels of the engineering team with a near real-time and meaningful set of metrics and 

reporting around which a robust SI programme can be built. 

A useful first step is to implement a tool like Plandek (though we don’t know of any other tools 

that do the job as effectively!) – and set the key enabler in place to drive team self-

improvement.  

 

6.2 An agreed set of metrics around which to build the team Self-Improvement programme 

Metrics selection and agreement is often the most contentious issue.  Many programmes fail 

simply because agreement was never reached on a meaningful set of metrics and hence the 

buy-in of teams never materialised.  

By its very nature, Agile encourages a myriad of different methodologies and workflows which 

vary from team to team.  However, this does not mean that it is impossible to agree on a set of 

meaningful Agility metrics around which to build a self-improvement programme.  There are 

Agility metrics that are proven to be deterministic of better Agile outcomes – and which can be 

tracked and improved in all teams. 

At this point it is worth explaining what Plandek is/does.  

Plandek is a specialist BI and analytics platform designed to optimise the Agile software 

development process.  It works by mining the data history from development teams’ toolsets 

(e.g. Jira, Git) to reveal, track and manage metrics (right down to the team and individual level), 

that are highly predictive of productivity and timing accuracy - in order to significantly improve 

Agile project outcomes.  These metrics are often not visible or accurate with current toolsets.   

The deterministic metrics presented in real-time in the out-of-the-box Plandek dashboard are 

designed to underpin team self-improvement, in order to steadily improve Agile engineering 

effectiveness. 

The metrics are grouped into six key areas.  These are: 

1. The key enabler – best practice and tool use  

 

A key push-back is often that tool usage (e.g. usage of Jira) is so inconsistent, that the data 

collected from within it is not meaningful (the old adage of “garbage in, garbage out”).  

However, there are some simple disciplines, that can themselves be measured, that greatly 

improve data quality.   
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..and the key practices… 

2. Sprint disciplines and consistent delivery of sprint goals (Scrum Agile) 

3. Proportion of time spent/velocity/efficiency of writing new features (productive coding)  

4. Quality and failure rates and therefore… 

5. Proportion of time spent/efficiency of bug fixing and re-work 

6. Teamwork, team wellness and the ability to collaborate effectively.  

 

In our experience, a highly effective engineering team SI programme can be built around these 

metric sets (which form the basis of the Plandek out-of-the-box BI solution).   

Though these metric sets may not suit everybody.  The key is finding a set of metrics that suit 

the organisation in question – so Plandek also offers custom dashboards for bespoke metric 

sets. 

 

Example Plandek visual showing the six key levers around which an Agile engineering Self-Improvement 

programme can be built  

 

For a more detailed account of these metrics, please refer to the Plandek Whitepaper “The Six 

Key Drivers of Project Productivity and Predictability in Agile Environments.  

 

6.3 Effective BI to provide teams with the metrics they need to drive Self-Improvement   

Having agreed a set of team metrics that are meaningful, a team SI programme is feasible.  

However, a key enabler is the provision of these metrics in near real-time to the teams.   

If manual data collection is required by team members, the overall initiative is likely to fail as: 

• team self-improvement programmes are only sustainable over time if they do not place 

a significant additional burden on already busy team members 

• the data will tend to be retrospective (and therefore less useful), due to the effort of 

data collection meaning that it cannot be done in real-time. 

Hence a BI tool which provides teams with the metrics they need in near real-time, with no 

input required, is a pretty crucial enabler of a sustainable self-improvement programme.  

    

 

 

 

The six key levers of Continuous Improvement 
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Example Plandek visual showing the typical elements of a team Self-Improvement dashboard 

 

 

The Plandek team dashboard, gives all team members a near real-time view of the metrics that 

they have agreed as important to focus on over time.  They become a core part of daily stand-

ups and sprint retrospective reviews.  

The aim is not to directly compare these metrics across teams - instead the key aim is to track 

improvement over time within the team itself.    

 

 6.4 Running the team Self-Improvement programme – target setting, measuring progress, 

celebrating success 

Team SI is unlikely to take place consistently across teams and over time, unless it is strongly 

managed and facilitated by technology leadership. 

The SI programme needs to be formally established on a monthly cycle of team target setting; 

team implementation; review and celebration of success.  The approach is represented 

diagrammatically below. 

Team Leaders and Scrum Masters need to be fully engaged and able to drive the process 

sustainably within their own teams.  This requires major time and effort by the leadership team 

to sponsor and provide the framework and guidance for the programme.   

Self-improvement is designed to be a positive and motivating process – and it is vital that it is 

perceived as such.  Celebrating success is therefore a key element of the process.  The process 

is easily “gamified” and recognition is communicated for most-improved teams; competence 

leaders; centres of excellence etc.     
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Typical Team Self-Improvement framework based around monthly CI cycles 

 

6.5 Use of internal and external benchmarks in target setting 

A key question arises around the setting of targets and “what does good look like?”.   

Some organisations may wish only to track individual teams’ improvement over time (and 

deliberately not make comparisons between teams).  Other organisations will find that 

benchmarks are very useful.  We find that three key benchmarks are most useful: 

1. Internal benchmarks (e.g. measures taken from the most mature Agile teams and 

centres of excellence within the organisation)  

2. External competitor/comparator benchmarks – Plandek provides anonymised 

benchmarks across all metrics from similar organisations 

3. Agile best-practice benchmarks - these are often hard to achieve but are obvious 

targets as the Self-Improvement programme develops. 

Plandek enables the overall SI programme leader/sponsor to view progress against these 

benchmarks.  And then to look back over the duration of the programme to view the rate of 

improvement.  

Example of a SI metric benchmarking approach 

 

• Technology leadership 

sponsors the team SI 

programme  - sets goals, 

framework, recognition 

structure etc

• Metrics agreed and made

available to teams in near 

real-time via BI tool (e.g. 

Plandek)

• Monthly rhythm established

• Team Leaders engaged and 

empowered to set own 

targets (in keeping with 

overall direction of travel)

Month 1 Month 2 Month 3 Month 4 Month 5 Month 6 Month 7 Month 8

• 12 month goals set - based on 

company benchmarks and best 

practice targets

• Success celebrated – recognition 

for most improved teams; 

centres of excellence etc

• Ability to demonstrate 

continuous (self) improvement of 

Agile engineering teams over 

time

• Teams run their own self-

improvement cycles within the 

leadership sponsored framework

Month 2

Month 3

Month 4
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Introduction to Plandek 

Plandek (www.plandek.com) is a BI and Analytics platform (and related continuous self-

improvement methodology) to help large IT teams deliver Agile technology projects more 

productively and predictably.  Plandek works closely with IT leadership faced with the challenge 

of managing complex Agile IT teams and delivering against the ever-increasing expectations of 

the business.   

Plandek works by mining the data history from dev teams’ toolsets (e.g. Jira, Git) to reveal and 
track levers (right down to the team and individual level), that are highly predictive of project 
velocity and timing - in order to significantly improve Agile project outcomes.  These metrics 
are often not visible or accurate with current toolsets.  Plandek is working with a wide range of 
organisations, to track and actively manage these metrics, to improve performance. 
 

Plandek is a practical management tool that is used at all levels within the IT team (team leader 

to CTO) to: 

• manage project delivery more efficiently (the day job); and  

• drive and measure progress in clients’ ongoing Agile Continuous Self-Improvement 

programmes (the longer-term challenge).  

 

If this Quick Reference White Paper has been helpful, feel free to contact the authors at 

cponsonby@plandek.com or nadia.tosheva@plandek.com, or the broader Plandek team via 

www.plandek.com.  

http://www.plandek.com/
mailto:cponsonby@plandek.com
mailto:nadia.tosheva@plandek.com

